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A novel design and selection scheme for surface-parallel actuators for ultrathin, lightweight mirrors is presented.
The actuation system consists of electrodes printed on a continuous layer of piezoelectric material bonded to an
optical-quality substrate. The electrodes provide almost full coverage of the piezoelectric layer, in order to maxi-
mize the amount of active material that is available for actuation, and their shape is optimized to maximize the
correctability and stroke of the mirror for a chosen number of independent actuators and for a dominant im-
perfection mode. The starting point for the design of the electrodes is the observation that the correction of a
figure error that has at least two planes of mirror symmetry is optimally done with twin actuators that have the
same optimized shape but are rotated through a suitable angle. Additional sets of optimized twin actuators are
defined by considering the intersection between the twin actuators, and hence an arbitrarily fine actuation pattern
can be generated. It is shown that this approach leads to actuator systems with better performance than simple,
geometrically based actuators. Several actuator patterns to correct third-order astigmatism aberrations are
presented, and an experimental demonstration of a 41-actuator mirror is also presented. © 2015 Optical

Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Deformable mirrors are able to correct the wavefront shape in
optical instruments for a variety of applications, including
astronomy [1], high-energy lasers [2], microscopy [3], and oph-
thalmology [4]. Each application has different requirements, in
terms of precision of correction and the amplitude, spatial
frequency and temporal frequency of the wavefront error to
be corrected [5].

There are three basic technologies for deformable mirrors
[6]: surface-normal actuation, surface-parallel actuation, and
boundary actuation. Surface-normal actuators apply forces
perpendicular to the optical surface; an array of push/pull
actuators produces local displacements and slopes [7] by
reacting against a backing structure. It is an efficient solution
to compensate for relatively high spatial frequencies and low
amplitude errors. Surface-parallel actuated systems consist of
an active material laminated to a mirror face-sheet; the in-plane
stretching or contraction of the active material causes the
mirror to bend [8–11]. This solution does not require any
backing structure and hence is suited to lighter mirrors and
to the correction of larger amplitude errors. Alternative
implementations have adopted discrete actuators embedded
in a lightweighted structure [12]. Systems with boundary

actuators use forces and moments along the edge of the
mirror to bend the optical surface [13]. This approach mini-
mizes the actuator print-through and is ideal to compensate
for low spatial frequency errors with a relatively small number
of actuators.

Active primary mirrors in earth-based telescopes have al-
ready enabled the emergence of very large apertures [14]
and the future development of larger space-based observatories
will require novel active primary mirror technologies [15]. This
paper presents the further development of a recently proposed
concept for thin deformable mirrors that promises to drastically
reduce the mass, density, and cost of future telescopes [10].
Mirrors based on this approach are lightweight, relatively in-
expensive, and provide a sufficiently large shape correction
capability to allow the use of nominally identical, spherical mir-
ror segments in large segmented primary apertures. Earlier
studies [9] have shown that 1 m diameter spherical segments
forming a 10 m diameter segmented aperture with a focal
length of 10 m would require a correction bandwidth of the
order of 250 μm to achieve the required shape in all segments.
Accurate shape control would also allow active compensation
for thermal effects and long-term effects such as creep and aging
of the mirror materials.
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The basic concept, presented in Fig. 1, consists of a lami-
nated mirror based on surface-parallel actuation. The mirror is
composed of a thin and stiff optical-quality substrate with a
continuous layer of piezoelectric material bonded to the back.
This piezoelectric layer is covered by patterned electrodes on
one face and by a continuous ground layer on the other face.
As an alternative, several piezoelectric layers could be used, in-
stead of a single one.

Recent studies have addressed the manufacturing process
and have explored and optimized different material choices,
leading to two different solutions. The first solution [11] uses
microfabrication techniques: the substrate is a wafer of single-
crystal silicon or glass and the active layer is formed from a pie-
zopolymer, P(VDF-TrFE). A reflective metallic layer with
thickness chosen such as to achieve thermal balancing of the
laminate (i.e., to minimize thermally induced bending) is de-
posited on the substrate. This approach has been demonstrated
to provide high optical quality mirrors with a dynamic range of
tens of micrometers. The optical diameter accessible with such
a technology is limited by the manufacturing capabilities of mi-
crofabrication, typically 100–200 mm. The second solution
[16] uses a simpler manufacturing process based on carbon

fiber reinforced plastic composite technology. The substrate
is an ultrathin composite shell and the active layer is made
of a piezoceramic, PZT. It is suitable for larger mirrors and
is able to correct wavefront errors of the order of millimeters.
Nevertheless, producing composite shells of optical quality is
challenging due to fiber print-through and the residual stresses
resulting from curing.

The active layer designs used in previous studies were mostly
based on geometric intuition, with three main electrode pat-
terns, Fig. 2. Unimorph and bimorph mirrors are classically
designed with a keystone layout in which the actuators are ar-
ranged in rings and divided into angular domains [17]. Such a
pattern is well-suited for circular mirrors requiring symmetrical
shape correction. A honeycomb layout has also been used, no-
tably when decentralized control is required. In this case, the
actuators are all identical and arranged in a hexagonal tessella-
tion [18]. Finally, a lattice of unidirectional actuators [12,19]
has been chosen for rib-stiffened deformable mirrors and ultra-
thin membrane mirrors.

In some applications the optical pupil diameter is not re-
quired to match the full diameter of the mirror, and hence
the edge of the mirror can be excluded if the accuracy of the
shape correction deteriorates near the edges. Hence, for such
applications the figure of the mirror near the edges is not criti-
cal. However, in a segmented primary mirror, ideally the full
surface of each segment needs to be available, and hence achiev-
ing an accurate shape near the edges of the mirror segments is
important. This requirement, not adequately addressed by
existing designs for deformable mirrors, and the need to min-
imize the number of actuators needed to correct a dominant
aberration mode, were the main motivation for the study
presented in this paper.

The paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents an ac-
tuation pattern optimization method; Section 3 describes an
application of this method to the correction of astigmatism
aberrations; Section 4 considers the effects of manufacturing
constraints and their impact on the achievable accuracy;
Section 5 presents an experimental validation of the proposed
method; and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. OPTIMIZATION OF ACTUATORS

Optical aberrations are described by Zernike polynomials [20],
which are defined by the radial and azimuthal orders, n and m.
Their shapes and the notation used throughout this paper are
presented in Fig. 3.

Electrodes

Piezopolymer

Ground layer

Glass

Optical coating

Fig. 1. Exploded view of the deformable mirror concept, showing
separate layers (from [11]).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Classical layouts of electrodes in surface-parallel actuated mirrors: (a) keystone, (b) honeycomb, and (c) lattice.
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The deformable mirror concept shown in Fig. 1, in which
the active layer covers the whole (back) surface of the mirror,
can easily accommodate any given set of correction require-
ments as the shapes of the individual electrodes can be modified
without any impact on the other layers of the mirror. Note
that it is also possible to leave some areas passive, i.e., without
electrodes.

The problem of designing electrode patterns that target the
correction of some specific error modes can be approached in
several different ways. For example, one could consider patterns
of general topology and vary the shape of the electrodes with a
numerical optimizer that finds the design that provides the best
performance. Alternately, one could use existing knowledge
about the dominant error modes that are associated with a
particular mirror concept and construction technique to de-
velop specific types of electrode patterns that are well-suited
to the correction of the dominant aberration modes. The latter
approach is adopted in the present study.

A. Actuator Geometry
As an initial step, consider the problem of designing an actuator
pattern to correct for a particular error mode in a circular mir-
ror. The most direct approach is to use a single electrode, whose
shape and position are optimized with the aid of a finite-
element model of the mirror and the actuator. The model is
used by an optimization algorithm to predict the performance
of a series of trial designs of the actuator until the pattern that
produces the best possible correction is obtained. Assuming the
actuator to have a singly connected shape, it can be defined in
polar coordinates �r; θ� by a set of control points equally spaced
in the angular direction, see Fig. 4(a). The radial positions of
these points are obtained from the optimization.

If the error mode is symmetric, then the shape of the elec-
trode must also have the same type of symmetry. The error
modes considered in the present study have azimuthal order

m ≥ 2 and radial order n ≥ 2, see Fig. 3. Hence, the actuator
is defined on a sector that subtends an angle π∕m. The full
geometry of the actuator is obtained by reflecting the shape
in the initial sector across a radial line along the edge, and then
repeating this pattern through m − 1 rotations. Therefore, the
complete pattern has m-fold symmetry.

The case m � 1, n ≥ 2 can also be corrected, but the
approach is somewhat different and will be discussed separately,
at the end of this section.

A single electrode system tends to induce a curvature mode
[21], hence generating a large amount of focus aberration, but
this unwanted effect can be countered by the use of a second
actuator. The simplest way of doing this is by introducing a
second active layer stacked on the substrate. Since an axisym-
metric actuator would be very effective in generating focus
changes, the second actuator could have a circular shape cover-
ing the entire mirror, see Fig. 4(b). However, multi-layer
actuators are technologically more complex than single-layer
actuators and, furthermore, increasing the overall thickness
of the mirror stack has the effect of decreasing the available
dynamic correction range.

Another approach uses a configuration that will be called a
twin actuator, consisting of two electrodes with identical shape
and within the same active layer, but rotated through π∕m and
actuated by applying equal and opposite voltages. The focus
change induced by the first actuator is then directly suppressed
by the focus change introduced by the second actuator. The
specific rotation angle of π∕m ensures that the correction mode
generated by the second actuator has the same orientation as
that generated by the first actuator. Note that this twin-actuator
configuration provides double the correction amplitude of each
single actuator when equal and opposite voltages are applied to
the two electrodes.

The twin actuator is built on the same piezoelectric layer,
and the intersection between the two electrodes defines several
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Fig. 3. First 25 Zernike polynomials.
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trode 1 is shaped and electrode 2 covers the whole substrate. (c) Twin-actuator concept, the intersection of two basic electrodes defines 5 separate
actuation zones.
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separate actuation zones. The example in Fig. 4(c) has five
actuation zones, labeled E1;…; E5. Of course, in addition to
applying only positive and negative voltages of the same am-
plitude to these electrodes, there is also the option of applying
a different voltage to each electrode. Hence, it possible to cor-
rect for a range of shape errors, in addition to the basic error
mode considered when originally designing the shape of the
electrode.

The twin-actuator system consisting of several separate
actuation zones, which was conceived as a solution to the
problem of correcting a single, dominant error mode, is the
basis of a more general actuator geometry that will be described
next.

The general idea is to consider a set of nested twin actuators,
each targeted to the correction of a specific error mode. The
outermost twin actuator is defined by its contour r1�θ�, which
is obtained from an optimization study based on a finite-
element analysis that evaluates the sensitivity of the shape cor-
rection to changes in r1�θ�. The second twin actuator lies inside
the first and has the same orientation; it is defined by the con-
tour r2�θ� which is obtained from a further optimization study.
Smaller twin actuators can be nested inside the first two.
Finally, the full set of twin actuators is rotated through π∕m
to generate a second set that complements the first set. The
purpose of the second set of actuators is to allow the correction
of error modes with arbitrary orientation.

The twin-actuator geometry for the case m � 1, n ≥ 2
(coma) requires a twin actuator whose basic shape is defined
over a sector that subtends an angle of π. Then, this shape
is reflected across a mirror line to obtain the complete shape
of the first actuator, and a rotation through π generates the twin
actuator which, as before, is actuated with a voltage opposite to
the first actuator.

B. Mirror Shape Changes
Consider a mirror of diameter D, with substrate and piezoelec-
tric layers, respectively, of uniform thickness t s and tp. The
piezoelectric layer covers the whole of the substrate, but is con-
ceptually divided into two parts, an active part covered by
the electrode and the remaining passive part. Applying an elec-
tric field to the active part induces a mismatch strain between
the substrate and the piezoelectric layer, causing the mirror to
bend. The deformation of the mirror is predicted by a finite
element analysis in which the mirror is modeled as a thin shell
with the finite element package Abaqus Standard [11,22].

The mirror model is constructed using thermoelastic thin
shell elements, S4T, that are defined to have a composite stack
lay-up: the substrate and active layers are modeled by defining
two sections within the shell. Thermally induced strains are
used to simulate the piezoelectric strains, hence a temperature
field is applied as a substitute for the electric field and the ther-
mal expansion coefficient substitutes for the d 31 coefficient of
the piezoelectric material. The thermal expansion coefficient is
scaled so that a temperature variation of 1 K is equivalent to the
application of 1 V across the faces of the piezoelectric layer.
Apart from out-of-plane effects, which are of no importance
in the present case, this analysis is equivalent to modeling lin-
earized piezoelectricity directly, but the present approach has
the advantage of using standard finite elements.

A preliminary estimate of the correction curvature, κ, can be
obtained by considering the deformation of a circular substrate
due to stress applied by a piezoelectric layer covering the entire
substrate. In this case, the curvature can be estimated from the
biaxial moduli,M , of the substrate (denoted by the subscript s)
and the piezoelectric layer (subscript p), defined as M � E

1−ν,
where E is the Young’s modulus and ν the Poisson’s ratio [23]:

κ � 6d 31

V l
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M 2
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s

; (1)

where V l is the voltage limit and hence V l∕tp is the maximum
electric field that can be applied to the piezoelectric layer
without depoling.

Given the required curvature correction, Eq. (1) can be used
to estimate the thickness of the piezoelectric layer, if all other
parameters are known.

Detailed estimates of the deformed shape of the mirror can
be obtained from the finite element model, for any chosen
shape of the active part of the piezoelectric layer and for the
selected mechanical properties and thickness of both substrate
and piezoelectric layers. The optimal shape of the electrode can
be determined by defining a suitable objective function, f , and
by optimizing its value through changes in the shape of the
electrode. This optimization can be carried out by coupling the
finite element analysis with a minimizer suitable for nonconvex
problems. An algorithm that performs a global search of the
design space is the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strat-
egy algorithm (CMAES) [24].

C. Problem Formulation
The wavefront error is defined by the initial error, P. It should
be noted that the wavefront error, which is equal to two times
the surface error, is the only error measure quoted throughout
the paper. As a first case, assume that P has a single Zernike
component with radial order n ≥ 2 (because piston, tip, and tilt
errors can be corrected by means of rigid-body actuators):

P � aiZ i; (2)

where Z i is the Zernike mode of the error and ai its amplitude.
Any trial design of the actuator pattern is characterized by its

influence matrix, F , which contains the wavefront maps in-
duced by a unit command on each actuator [25]. Projecting the
initial error onto the column space of F gives the set of voltage
commands

V � F�P; (3)

where F� is the generalized inverse of F . Then, the actual
wavefront correction is

Pc � FV (4)

and the residual error is

R � P − Pc: (5)

The performance of a trial actuator design is then charac-
terized by two quantities:

• its correctability, ci, given by the ratio between the root-
mean-square (RMS) amplitude of the wavefront error before
and after correction:
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ci �
‖P‖rms

‖R‖rms

; (6)

• its stroke, si, given by the maximum amplitude of the
mode that can be corrected without saturating any actuators.
si depends on the voltage limit, V l , and the largest voltage com-
mand obtained from Eq. (3), max�V �:

si �
V l

max�V � ai: (7)

It should be noted that the above definition of stroke uses an
estimation of the actuator voltages that does not account for
any voltage constraints. This approach leads to severe under-
estimates of the capability of a deformable mirror because,
although the saturation of a few actuators leads to reduced cor-
rectability, most mirror designs are still able to provide signifi-
cant corrections beyond the point at which some actuators have
saturated. A more detailed discussion of this issue is provided in
Section 3.B.

In order to maximize both correctability and stroke for
mode i, the following multi-objective function f is defined as

f � λ1ci � λ2si ; (8)

where λ1 and λ2 are weights allocated to the two quantities,
depending on specific correction requirements.

The above problem formulation can be readily generalized
to wavefront errors including several Zernike modes, i.e.,
Eq. (2) is replaced by

P �
X
i

�aiZ i�: (9)

The overall correctability and overall stroke are then defined as

c �
X
i
βici ; s �

X
i
βi si ; (10)

where βi is the weight allocated to Zernike mode i, depending
on the correction requirements, and the summation is extended
to the range of modes of interest.

Third-order aberrations (i.e., the five aberration modes in
the row n � 2 of Fig. 3) are generally the most important
because they correspond to the first errors that appear in an
optical system [26], hence a weight of 1 was allocated in the
present study. Fifth-order aberrations (shown in the row n �
3 of Fig. 3) had a weight of 0.1 and seventh-order aberrations
(shown in the row n � 4 of Fig. 3) had a weight of 0.01. These
values were chosen on the basis of manufacturing, thermal de-
formation, and misalignment shape errors that are typically en-
countered in active optics applications. Different values would
be chosen for applications such as adaptive optics. Note that a
weight of zero was allocated to piston, tip, tilt, and focus aber-
rations: these modes are generally corrected by means of a
separate system [27].

3. ASTIGMATISM-BASED ACTUATOR
PATTERNS

Third-order astigmatism is one of themost important aberration
modes in an optical system: it is a significant component of the

initial shape distortion of mirrors and one of the first off-axis
aberrations induced by misalignment [28]. Hence, deformable
mirror designs need to be particularly efficient in the correction
of this mode and, because the magnitude of third-order astigma-
tism aberrations is often large, a significant stroke (dynamic
range) is also needed. This section presents several designs of
actuator patterns optimized for astigmatism correction.

While the correctability of a deformable mirror depends
only on the geometry of the electrode pattern, its stroke de-
pends also on the diameter of the mirror, as well as on the cur-
vature that can be achieved by reaching the voltage limits of the
actuators [which can be predicted with Eq. (1)].

Mirrors with a diameter of 100 mm and with the same
thickness and material properties as the mirrors studied in
Ref. [11] were considered. These mirrors are flat and consist
of a 200 μm layer of glass (Es � 65 GPa, νs � 0.2) and a
20 μm layer of P(VDF-TrFE) (Ep � 1.45 GPa, νp � 0.34).
The limit voltage was set at 500 V.

The main reason for studying flat mirrors is that they can be
built more easily, making it cheaper to test prototypes of the
proposed solutions. It should be noted that, the results ob-
tained in the present study are in fact applicable also to mirrors
that are slightly curved. For example, for a radius of curvature of
2 m the RMS difference between the influence functions for a
flat and a curved mirror with the same actuator design, is of the
order of 0.7% the amplitude of the influence function for the
flat mirror.

A. Basic Set of Actuators
Third-order astigmatism has two planes of mirror symmetry,
see Fig. 3, and hence only a quarter of the basic electrode shape
needs to be determined. The problem of finding the shape of
one-quarter of the basic electrode was formulated as described
in Section 2.C, biasing the solution toward higher correctability
and lower stroke, by assigning λ1 � 10 and λ2 � 1 in the ob-
jective function of Eq. (8). The reason for assigning a lower
weight to the stroke is that, as noted in Section 2.C, the stroke
defined in Eq. (7) provides an underestimate of the true cor-
rection amplitude of which a mirror is capable.

The results of the shape optimization for a single electrode,
defined by the values of r�θ� at 6 points located in one quadrant,
are presented in Fig. 5(a). The optimal shape for a single actuator
is the bow-tie shape in Fig. 5(a1) and, for a third-order astigma-
tism aberration with RMS amplitude of 1 μm, the best possible
correction is close to a cylindrical deformation, Fig. 5(a2). The
residual total wavefront RMS error is 1.587 μm, Fig. 5(a3),
which is reduced to 0.378 μm after removal of the focus aberra-
tion. The correctabilty and stroke [obtained from Eqs. (6) and
(7)] of this system are c5 � 0.6 and s5 � 1.5 μm.

A twin actuator was also designed, as explained in
Section 2.A. The basic electrode shape was obtained, as before,
by computing 6 points located in one quadrant. It resembles an
ellipse and for simplicity it will be described by the lengths of
the horizontal and vertical semiaxes. Overall, the twin-electrode
pattern consists of a large central part defined by the intersec-
tion of two ellipses, labeled E1 in Fig. 4(c2), subjected to a
voltage of zero, surrounded by four crescent-shaped regions la-
beled, E2 to E5, alternately subjected to positive and negative
voltages of equal magnitude. The size of the zones E2 to E5
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depends on the weights given to stroke and correctability when
defining the optimization function, but the overall pattern is
general.

The optimized configuration and performance of this twin-
actuator system are presented in Fig. 5(b). Overall, this design
is able to correct third-order astigmatism with a correctability of
10 and a stroke of 3 μm. Compared to the single actuator sys-
tem performance, the correctability has increased by a factor of
17 and the stroke by a factor of 2.

Varying the ratio between the length of the major axis
(which is equal to the mirror diameter) and the length of
the minor axis of the two ellipses controls the system perfor-
mance. The performance trends have been studied numerically,
assuming the actuators to be exactly of elliptical shape to sim-
plify the parametrization of their geometry; the results are
shown in Fig. 6. Note that a configuration with an axis length
ratio close to 1, which has narrow actuation zones E2 to E5, is
the most efficient in generating astigmatism correction but has
limited stroke. On the other hand, a configuration with a
smaller axis length ratio leads to larger edge actuators and sig-
nificantly improves the stroke, but at the expense of a lower
correctability.

Figure 6 also shows that reducing the ratio between the
optical pupil diameter and the mirror diameter has a signifi-
cant impact. Because the residual error is largest near the edge
of the mirror, choosing a smaller pupil leads to a better
correctability.
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B. Additional Actuators
The twin-actuator system presented in the previous section
provides an efficient solution for the correction of third-
order astigmatism, leaving a residual wavefront error mainly
composed of higher-order astigmatism, see Fig. 5(b3).
Additional, internal actuators are introduced to compensate
for this residual error, as well as providing a capability to correct
for other aberration types. This section deals with the design of
the internal actuators to further improve the correction of
third-order astigmatism, whereas the correction of other error
modes is discussed in the following section.

As a first modification to the basic twin-actuator system, a
second set of twin actuators is nested inside the previously de-
fined set, Fig. 7(a1). It consists of two orthogonal electrodes
whose common shape is determined by solving an optimization

problem in which both correctability and stroke for third-order
astigmatism correction are considered. For each optimization
trial, the different electrode commands are determined from
Eq. (3) and the correctability and stroke are computed from
Eqs. (6) and (7). The objective function, Eq. (8), is defined
with the same weights as in Section 3.A, λ1 � 10 and λ2 � 1.

Figure 7(a) presents the results for a system consisting of two
sets of twin actuators. In the figure, note that the shape of the
inner electrodes is also closely approximated by an ellipse;
the major axis of the inner ellipse matches the minor axis of
the outer ellipse, hence leading to a maximum area of active
material. The minor axis drives the achievable stroke and cor-
rectability. The ratios between the major and minor axes for the
outer and inner sets of ellipses are 1.19 and 1.23, respectively.
The similarity between the internal and external electrode
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Fig. 7. Optimized electrode patterns and system performance for the correction of 1 μm RMS of astigmatism. (a1) Two sets of twin actuators
resulting in 13 actuation zones. (a2) Correction (0.993 μm RMS). (a3) Residual wavefront error (0.053 μm RMS). (b1) Four sets of twin actuators
resulting in 29 actuation zones. (b2) Corrected wavefront (0.993 μm RMS). (b3) Residual wavefront error (0.050 μm RMS). (c1) Four sets of twin
actuators plus four additional sets at 45° resulting in 129 actuation zones. (c2) Correction (0.994 μmRMS). (c3) Residual wavefront error (0.014 μm
RMS). (Units: μm.)
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patterns can be explained by the fact that higher-order astigma-
tism aberration corresponds to third-order astigmatism on a
smaller circle. Note that the addition of the inner twin actuator
has increased the correctability by a factor of 2.

Additional sets of twin actuators can be added inside these
two sets, to further improve the mirror performance. The out-
come is an actuator system with several nested actuation zones.
For example, Fig. 7(b1) shows an actuation system consisting
of four nested rings of orthogonal ellipses. The optimized el-
lipses axes ratios for the external, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th set are,
respectively, 1.19, 1.23, 1.36, and 2.5.

A more general pattern that can correct for astigmatism in
any direction can be obtained by rotating through 45° the
above sets of actuators and then defining smaller actuators from
the intersections between the original and rotated actuators.
The overall electrode pattern consists of 129 independent ac-
tuation zones, providing a highly efficient correction of astig-
matism in both x and y directions. The correctability provided
by this pattern is improved by a factor of almost 10 compared
to the configuration in Fig. 7(a1).

An important issue that arises when considering actuator
patterns with smaller and smaller features is that, due to the
small volume of active material associated with tiny actuators,
these actuators tend to saturate much earlier than larger ones.
Hence, the stroke si defined in Eq. (7), which assumes a hard
stop at first saturation, becomes a rather misleading perfor-
mance criterion, as it neglects a large residual correction
capability. For example, for third-order astigmatism correction
of the actuator design shown in Fig. 7(c1) the voltage com-
mand for the outermost, tiny actuators is 100 times larger than
for the innermost actuators.

Therefore, although the stroke continues to be a useful in-
dicator of performance, a more effective representation of the
true correction capability of a mirror design is the variation in
correctability with error amplitude, which can be computed with
a constrained least squares algorithm [29]. For the example de-
sign in Fig. 7(c1), a voltage limit of �500 V was imposed and
the evolution of the amplitude of the residual error (output)
with the initial error amplitude (input) was computed. The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 8. For small inputs there are no sa-
turated actuators and hence the output varies linearly with the
input; the slope of the output/input graph corresponds to the
reciprocal of the system correctability, which has an initial value

of 71. When some of the tiny edge actuators reach saturation,
all further voltage increments are subject to the constraint that
the voltage in the saturated actuators can only remain constant
or be decreased. Hence, at this point the correction perfor-
mance is slightly degraded as the slope of the output/input
graph increases. However, the overall performance remains
quite good, with a correctability of ∼60, as long as the only
saturated actuators are the small ones, which have no significant
impact. For input amplitudes of around 1.3 μm RMS, the edge
crescent actuators also begin to reach saturation and from this
point there is a further decrease in correctability, to ∼40.

In conclusion, it has been shown in this section that a basic
set of four edge actuation zones allows a coarse correction
capability that is gradually improved by adding internal actua-
tors. The overall system can efficiently correct third-order
astigmatism, even when some actuators become saturated, pro-
viding a good correctability and a significant dynamic range.
Other types of aberrations are considered in the next section.

C. Correction of Other Zernike Modes
In addition to providing an efficient correction of third-order
astigmatism, the 129-actuator layout shown in Fig. 7(c1) can
be used to correct other types of aberrations. Its computed cor-
rectability and stroke for each of the first 25 Zernike modes are
presented in Fig. 9(a). The overall correctability and stroke,
computed from Eq. (10) with βi � 0 for i � 1;…; 4,
βi � 1 for i � 5;…; 9, βi � 0.1 for i � 10;…; 16, and
βi � 0.01 for i � 17;…; 25, are presented in Fig. 9(b).

Two different ratios of optical pupil diameter to overall mir-
ror diameter have been considered; note that the correctability
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Fig. 8. Performance of the 129-actuator system: evolution of the
residual wavefront error with the amplitude of third-order astigmatism
(considering a pupil of 98% of the total mirror diameter).
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increases significantly with even relatively small reductions in
pupil size.

In Fig. 9(a) the evolution of the correctability with Zernike
modes of increasing order is very satisfactory; for a pupil diam-
eter of 98 mm the correctability is higher than 10 for all but two
modes. For a pupil diameter of 90 mm the correctability is
higher than 30 for the first 20 modes. The stroke values, also
plotted in Fig. 9(a), are relatively low for the reasons already
discussed in Section 3.B. However, a more detailed examina-
tion of the variation in correctability with error amplitude, ac-
counting for actuator saturation by means of a constrained least
squares algorithm, shows that beyond first saturation the reduc-
tion in correctability is gradual and follows the same trend as in
Fig. 8 also for other types of aberrations.

In conclusion, the actuator configuration in Fig. 7(c1),
although optimized for third-order astigmatism generation,
is in fact able to efficiently correct the first 25 Zernike
polynomials, making this design suitable for many potential
applications.

4. MANUFACTURING CONSTRAINTS

The 129-actuator mirror shown in Fig. 7(c1) is an ideal design
that has been optimized for astigmatism correction and has
been shown to correct efficiently also other Zernike modes.
However, there are some practical limitations on the electrode
pattern when one considers the physical implementation of this
design.

First, each electrode has to be large enough that a physical
connection to the voltage controller can be built. The actual
limit depends on the fabrication process; in the present study
a minimum contact area of 1 mm × 1 mm was assumed.
Second, the electrodes must be physically separated; the sepa-
ration distance depends on the fabrication process as well as the
presence (or not) of an insulating coating on the electrode. In
the present study a minimum interelectrode distance of
0.5 mm was assumed. Finally, to avoid shorting across the
edges of the mirror, the electrodes cannot extend to the edge

of the mirror, hence a clear annulus with a radial width of
1.5 mm minimum was assumed.

The reduction in performance of the mirror due to these
constraints is discussed in the following subsections.

A. From Ideal to Feasible Patterns
The finite element model of the optimized mirror design was
modified to analyze two configurations incorporating the
manufacturing constraints described above. The first configu-
ration had gaps of 0.5 mm between the actuators and a 1.5 mm
wide clear annulus around the edge. The alternative configu-
ration had 1 mm gaps between the actuators and a 2 mm clear
annulus around the edge. It can be seen in Fig. 10 that even the
introduction of the smaller clear annulus has the effect of re-
moving the eight tiny electrodes near the edge, hence reducing
the number of actuators to 121. The computed performance of
each pattern is presented in Fig. 11(a), in terms of correctability
for each of the first 25 Zernike modes. Note that astigmatism
and trefoil correction are the most affected by the removal of
the eight edge actuators.

It is interesting to analyze the different contributions to the
loss of performance of the ideal pattern. They are presented in
Fig. 11(b) in terms of overall correctability and overall stroke
for the ideal configuration with 129 actuators, for the configu-
ration with only 121 actuators with no gaps, and for the 121-
actuator configurations with small and large gaps. The figure
shows that the removal of the eight tiny edge actuators leads
to a 22% reduction in correctability together with a gain in
stroke of 25% (because the edge actuators were the first to sat-
urate). The small gaps between the electrodes lead to a further
10% reduction in overall correctability, and the larger gaps to a
30% reduction. The stroke is, respectively, decreased by 30%
and 50%, compared to the 121 electrodes pattern without gaps.

In conclusion, it has been shown that the introduction of
interactuator gaps affects all modes roughly in the same
way, whereas introducing a clear edge affects mostly the modes
involving edge actuation. The latter effect can be mitigated by a
reduction in the pupil diameter, as outlined in Fig. 9(b).

Ideal Feasible - small gaps Feasible - large gaps
129 actuators 121 actuators 121 actuators

Fig. 10. Effects of manufacturing constraints; the clear edges induce the loss of 8 actuators and the interactuator distance induces a loss of active
material.
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B. Simplified Actuator Patterns
It is also interesting to explore the trade-off between perfor-
mance and total number of independent actuation channels.
Hence, starting from the 121-actuator optimized pattern with
no gaps, the number of actuators was reduced by grouping to-
gether neighboring actuators and the performance of the sim-
plified mirror designs obtained in this way was computed with
the finite element model. Alternative groupings of the actuators
were also considered and the configurations with the best mean
performance were selected and used to develop further simpli-
fied configurations. The four axes of symmetry of the initial
pattern were maintained throughout this process and the edge
actuators were maintained as they are essential for third-order
astigmatism correction.

This evolution of the actuator pattern from 121 to 41
actuators is presented in Fig. 12 and the mean correctability
and stroke of the simplified designs are presented in Fig. 13,
for a pupil diameter of 97% of the total diameter. As already
seen in Fig. 9(b), an improved performance is obtained for a
smaller pupil size.

The performance of the mirror decreases by a relatively small
amount when the 121 actuators are reduced to 57, but the de-
crease is comparatively much larger when going from 57 to 41
actuators. For example, the overall correctability is initially de-
creased by only 20% when the number of actuators is more
than halved, but it is then decreased by 20% when a further
25% of the actuators are removed.
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Fig. 12. Designs with decreasing numbers of actuators.
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C. Comparison to Classical Patterns
A comparison between the performance of the optimized ac-
tuator pattern with 41 actuators, shown in Fig. 12, and the
three classical patterns shown in Fig. 2 was carried out. For this
study, the detailed geometry of each pattern was modified as
explained in Section 4.A, by incorporating 0.5 mm interactua-
tor gaps and a 1.5 mm wide clear annulus around the edge. The
performance of each design was computed with a finite element
model analogous to that described in Section 2.C. The results
are presented in Fig. 14.

Figure 14(a) shows plots of correctability for the first 25
Zernike modes. It can be seen that the optimized design pro-
vides by far the best correctability for third- and fourth-order

astigmatism (modes 5, 6 and 12, 13). It has the best or equal
best correctability for 14 modes and is within 50% of the best
correctability for three more modes. The keystone design with
41 actuators shown in Fig. 2(a) is significantly better for modes
9, 17, 23, and 24. Note that the honeycomb design with 91
actuators shown in Fig. 2(b) and the lattice design with 90 ac-
tuators shown in Fig. 2(c) have worse performance than the
optimized design for all modes.

Figure 14(b) shows plots of the residual wavefront error
(output) for increasing amplitudes of a third-order astigmatism
aberration. The initial slopes of the four input–output curves
correspond to the correctability values for mode 5. Hence, as
already seen in Fig. 14(a), the optimized actuator pattern has
the lowest residual outputs and the lattice design is the second
best. The keystone design produces a nearly linear response, as
it is the least affected by actuator saturation, and for input er-
rors with amplitude greater than 2.5 μm provides the lowest
residual errors.

5. EXPERIMENTS

A. Mirror Design and Manufacturing
The 41-actuator mirror shown in Fig. 12 was manufactured
with the techniques described in Patterson and Pellegrino
[11]. The main steps of the manufacturing process were as
follows:

• Coating of the front face of the polished glass substrate
with reflective material and thermal balancing layer;

• Deposition of the ground layer;
• Deposition of the piezopolymer layer on the back face of

the glass substrate via spin coating, and curing of the piezo-
polymer;

• Coating of the piezopolymer layer with a conductive film
using vacuum sputtering; the electrode pattern is obtained by
covering the piezopolymer layer with a shadow mask during
this process;

• Poling of the piezopolymer layer by applying a high
voltage;

• Annealing of the piezopolymer layer;
• Kinematic mounting of the mirror onto a printed circuit

board by means of three assemblies of magnetic spheres around
the edge;

• Wire bonding of the individual electrodes to the cir-
cuit board;

• Attachment of the mirror assembly to an optical bench
through a gimbal that provides piston, tip and tilt adjustment.

In addition to the interactuator gaps and clear edge region
discussed in Section 4, three additional clear areas at 120° spac-
ing were created to allow for kinematic mounting of the mirror
at locations near the edge. Finally, a straight edge was intro-
duced in the electrode pattern to facilitate the alignment of
the different layers.

A nominally flat mirror obtained from this process is shown
in Fig. 15. This mirror has a 100 mm diameter, optical quality
surface, 235 μm thick borosilicate glass substrate, and 10 μm
thick P(VDF-TrFE) coating. These thicknesses are slightly dif-
ferent from those considered in Section 3, but its behavior is
qualitatively unchanged.
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B. Testing
The influence functions of 41-actuator mirrors made with the
process described in the previous section were measured on an
optical testbed based around a ThorLabs WFS150-7AR Shack–
Hartmann wavefront sensor conjugated with the deformable
mirror. The sensor provides 39 × 31 lenslets. Figure 16 shows
a diagram of the experimental setup. It consists of a 633 nm
laser beam filtered with a pinhole, collimated, reflected off the
deformable mirror under test, and then passed to the wavefront
sensor by means of a beam splitter and lens. This arrangement
was chosen so as to reimage the mirror pupil to a smaller size
that fits inside the sensor aperture. The wavefront was sampled
through the sensor lenslet array.

The Shack–Hartmann sensor had been calibrated by the
manufacturer. A thick, flat mirror was first used to align the
setup; then, the flat mirror was replaced with the deformable
mirror and the Shack–Hartmann sensor was moved in the pis-
ton direction in order to zero the bulk mirror defocus and cap-
ture the image of the pupil (mirror). With this procedure, the

shape measurement was relative to the closest sphere. Due to
the relay lens magnification, the measurements were limited to
a 100 mm by 80 mm (39 by 28 spot array) image area, and
trimmed down to an 80 mm pupil diameter.

The mirror behavior was characterized through its influence
functions. The influence function for each uniquely shaped
electrode, see the labeling in Fig. 15(c), was measured by taking
the difference between a reference measurement with all chan-
nels off, and a new measurement with a single channel turned
on and set to 500 V. The local slopes of the wavefront were
measured by the Shack–Hartmann sensor and from the slopes
the wavefront error map was reconstructed with a zonal recon-
structor, which integrates the measured slopes on the optical
aperture [30]. The measurements and the predictions, obtained
from a finite element model that matches the measured
substrate and coating thicknesses, are shown in Fig. 17.
Visually, there is a very good match between measurements
and predictions for both shapes and amplitudes. This gives
confidence in the modeling process and validates the design
optimization work.

Based on these results, the expected performance in terms of
correction of focus, astigmatism, and coma for this mirror were
obtained; these performances are shown in Fig. 18. Correction
is defined as 1 − 1∕ci, with ci defined according to Eq. (6). The
figure shows plots of the RMS residual error for each of the
three aberrations. The linear part of each plot corresponds
to the unsaturated response of the mirror, with correctability
correction in excess of 99.7% for focus, 98% for coma, and
96% for astigmatism. The nonlinear part of each plot indicates
the performance achievable for error amplitudes beyond the
saturation limit.

As mentioned in Section 1, the mirror technology presented
in this paper is targeted toward primary segmented mirrors. In
this case, the mirror segments would all be made initially
spherical and the actuators would be used to deform the ini-
tially spherical mirrors into an off-axis parabola. For this appli-
cation, the correction of focus, astigmatism, and coma is
the key to achieving an accurate off-axis shape, and hence
the shape correction considered above is particularly relevant.

Fig. 15. (a) Front view of the mounted mirror showing the reflective surface and three mounting points. (b) Rear view of the mounted mirror
showing electronic board and gimbal. (c) Electrode pattern with labeling of 6 unique influence functions.
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Fig. 16. Layout of test setup [11].
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In connection with this type of application, it should also be
noted that the 41-actuator pattern has already been adapted to
hexagonal mirrors [16].

6. CONCLUSION

A novel actuator design and selection scheme for surface-
parallel actuators for ultrathin mirrors has been presented,
further developing the concept first proposed in Ref. [11] The
actuation scheme consists of a pattern of electrodes printed on a
continuous layer of piezoelectric material, with small separation
gaps to avoid electrical shorts.

Instead of arranging the electrodes according to a simple
geometric pattern, as in previous mirror designs, a set of novel
shape-optimized patterns has been proposed. Each pattern fully
covers, apart from the small separation gaps, the piezoelectric
layer, and thus maximizes the amount of active material that is
available for actuation. The proposed patterns maximize a
weighted average of correctability and stroke of the mirror
for a chosen number of independent actuators and for a dom-
inant imperfection mode.

The basis for the proposed approach was the observation
that the correction of a figure error that has at least two planes
of mirror symmetry, and hence has azimuthal order m ≥ 2, is
optimally done with twin actuators that have the same opti-
mized (near-elliptical, for the correction of astigmatism errors)
shape but are rotated through π∕m. Applying a positive voltage
to the first actuator and a negative voltage to the second one has
the effect of removing the axisymmetric component of the
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correction while also doubling the magnitude of the nonaxi-
symmetric component.

The basic shape of this set of twin actuators was obtained
from the numerical optimization of an objective function that
includes a weighted average of the correctability of the mirror,
defined as the ratio between the RMS wavefront error before
and after correction, and the stroke, defined as the maximum
error amplitude that can be corrected without saturating any
actuators. For any design of the actuators, a finite element
analysis was carried out to evaluate the objective function.
The basic actuator system defined in this way was made more
versatile, i.e., able to correct wavefront error modes that are
different from the modes for which the basic shape had been
obtained, by independently controlling the voltage in each ac-
tuation zone, defined by the intersection of the basic actuator
shapes. Further improvements, particularly in the correctability
of higher-order Zernike components of the error, were achieved
by subdividing the central actuation zone into further sets of
similarly defined twin-actuator systems.

It has also been shown that reducing the pupil diameter,
which can be achieved with a mask or by not coating the edge
of the mirror, would improve the correctability, although the
scope for doing this in a segmented primary mirror is limited by
the appearance of a diffraction pattern and the loss of mirror
surface area.

With the proposed approach, several theoretical actuator
patterns that can efficiently correct for third-order astigmatism
have been designed. Practically feasible modifications of these
patterns have then been obtained by imposing a 1 mm con-
straint on the edge-to-edge distance of neighboring electrodes
and a 2 mm wide, clear annulus around the edge. Six actuator
patterns with 121, 89, 65, 57, 49, and 41 independent actua-
tors have been obtained. The 41-actuator pattern was built and
tested, successfully demonstrating the whole process for mirrors
with glass substrate and piezopolymer actuators. Of course, the
approach presented is applicable to any type of surface-parallel
actuated mirrors and to any combination of active and passive
materials, as already demonstrated in a carbon-fiber substrate
mirror with piezoceramic actuation layer [16]. The excellent
performance of the proposed actuator design method for figure
errors dominated by astigmatism makes it well-suited for ultra-
thin mirrors.

A comparison of the correctability of the 41-actuator based
on the present approach, against classically designed actuator
patterns including 90-actuator lattice and honeycomb designs,
as well as a 41-actuator keystone design, has shown that, in
addition to providing superior performance for astigmatism
correction, the present approach provides higher or equally
higher correctability for 14 out of 25 Zernike modes.
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